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Abstract

This paper introduces a new linguisti-

cally motivated feature selection tech-

nique for text categorization based

on morphological analysis. It will

be shown that compound parts that

are constituents of many (different)

noun compounds throughout a text

are good and general indicators of

this text’s content; they are more

general in meaning than the com-

pounds they are part of, but never-

theless have good domain-specificity

so that they distinguish between cat-

egories. Experiments with categoriz-

ing German newspaper texts show that

this feature selection technique is su-

perior to other popular ones, espe-

cially when dimensionality is reduced

substantially. Additionally, a new com-

pound splitting method based on com-

pact patricia tries is introduced.

1 Introduction

The task of automatic text categorization can

be divided into two fields of research: first, ap-

propriate features have to be selected for rep-

resenting documents. Second, the actual clas-

sification algorithms have to be developed and

applied to the previously generated feature vec-

tors. Most of recent research has been devoted

to the latter task.

In this paper, however, we argue that in text

categorization, feature selection is absolutely

crucial for the quality of classification results.

Moreover, many applications require a drastic

reduction in dimensionality, i.e. it is rarely pos-

sible or desirable to use the full set of terms oc-

curring in a given document. Moreover, differ-

ences between feature selection algorithms be-

come more visible as dimensionality is reduced

(which is somewhat trivial because, when us-

ing the full set of available features from a text,

all algorithms will have equal performance).

We therefore consider feature selection for text

categorization a good evaluation method for

indexing algorithms that aim at very compact

document descriptions.

As indicated by (Sebastiani, 2002), there are

two possibilities of dimensionality reduction:

selecting a subset of the existing terms or gen-

erating a set of synthetic terms, e.g. by using

clustering or Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI).

In this paper, an instance of term selection will

be discussed.

It should be noted however, that the notion

of ”term” or ”feature candidate” can be under-

stood in various ways: in a bag-of-words model

every string surrounded by whitespace will be

considered a term – with the possible exception

of so-called stop words. Alternatives are possi-

ble: as we will propose, compound constituents

can also form a feature candidate set as well as

phrases (multi-word units) or arbitrary charac-

ter n-grams. Each method for generating a set

of feature candidates can be individually com-

bined with different selection methods for re-

ducing its size.

In the following, we wish to make two major

contributions:

• First, we introduce a new algorithm for fea-

ture selection that is based on shallow lin-

guistic knowledge and especially designed

to rigorously reduce dimensionality.

• Second, we support the findings of (Yang

and Pedersen, 1997) who have shown that

different algorithms for feature selection

behave quite differently when the number

of features is reduced significantly.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows:

The following section introduces some related

work, in section 3 the actual feature selection

techniques that we want to compare will be dis-

cussed. Section 4 will detail one of the linguis-

tic processing techniques that we used (namely

compound splitting), sections 5 and 6 will de-

scribe the experiments that we conducted and

section 7 concludes.

2 Related work

2.1 Statistical feature selection

Most approaches to feature selection rely on

pure statistics. Normally a bag of words ap-

proach for representing documents is used to-

gether with these methods, i.e. all words (i.e.

one-word units) from a text are used as feature

candidates, regardless of their syntactic func-

tion (part-of-speech) or other linguistic charac-

teristics. The only ”linguistic” operation that

is widely performed is the removal of so-called

stop words (functional words) by predefined

lists.

One of the simplest of these methods is se-

lecting terms with medium to high document

frequency (DF), i.e. ones that occur in many

documents. However, terms with very high DF

are normally excluded as stop words. A vocab-

ulary that consists of terms with a medium to

high DF is likely to cover a large portion of the

collection, i.e. it is probable that each docu-

ment contains at least one term from this vo-

cabulary even if its size is reduced substantially.

DF scores are used by e.g. (Ittner et al., 1995)

or (Yang and Pedersen, 1997).

Some more sophisticated statistics are based

on information-theoretic measures that select

terms, the distribution of which is strongly bi-

ased towards documents from one single cat-

egory (i.e. terms that occur in documents of

one category but not in others). Examples

for these measures include the χ
2 measure (cf.

e.g. (Yang and Pedersen, 1997; Galavotti et al.,

2000)), information gain (Lewis, 1992; Larkey,

1998) or mutual information (Dumais et al.,

1998; Larkey and Croft, 1996). This is only a

very small fraction of all the research that has

been carried out in that direction.

In a comparative study that evaluated many

of the most popular statistical approaches,

(Yang and Pedersen, 1997) surprisingly found

DF to fall only very slightly short of the other,

more sophisticated methods. Mutual informa-

tion even performed significantly worse than

DF. This means that the benefits of information-

theoretic measures for feature selection in text

categorization are somewhat arguable.

2.2 Linguistic methods

Linguistic methods for generating feature can-

didates have been applied in the past, but most

efforts in this direction have concentrated on

phrasal features: often noun phrases (identified

in different ways – statistically or linguistically)

are used as feature candidates (cf. e.g. (Lewis,

1992; Tzeras and Hartmann, 1993)). Different

phrasal indexing approaches have led to differ-

ent results, but most research in that direction

found that the use of (noun) phrases as fea-

tures does not improve classification accuracy

because

”an indexing language consisting of

syntactic indexing phrases will have

more terms, more synonymous or

nearly synonymous terms, lower con-

sistency of assignment (since synony-

mous terms are not assigned to the

same documents), and lower docu-

ment frequency for terms” (Lewis,

1992).

This has led to the general conclusion that lin-

guistic feature selection methods should not be

further explored.

Approaches that try to use linguistic infor-

mation – apart from the identification of noun

phrases – have therefore not attracted much

attention. An example of such an approach

can be found, however, in (Junker and Hoch,

1997), where the use of part-of-speech and ad-

ditional morphological term characteristics is

proposed: both of them were found to im-

prove classification results on OCR and non-

OCR texts.

As far as part-of-speech information is con-

cerned, only nouns, adjectives and verbs were

admitted as features in their experiments and

morphological analysis comprised stemming

and compound analysis. Parts of compounds

were permitted as additional feature candi-

dates (similarly to our hybrid strategy, see

below) and mutual information was then ap-

plied as a statistical term selection method on

this candidate set. (Junker and Hoch, 1997)
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also found character n-grams to be good fea-

tures (namely 5-grams), showing approximately

equal performance to the use of the linguistic

methods mentioned above.

The overall feature selection process in

(Junker and Hoch, 1997) was similar to the one

we are going to present in this paper, with the

important difference that we are going to com-

bine morphological analysis with a local statis-

tical filter – instead of using the (global) mutual

information measure – and use compound parts

as the only feature candidates for describing

texts.

3 Linguistically motivated feature

selection

3.1 Preliminary thoughts

What should good features for text categoriza-

tion look like? First, they should be specific of

their domain or category – words or units that

appear uniformly in texts throughout all cate-

gories are very ill suited for distinguishing be-

tween categories. This is the idea behind many

of the statistical approaches introduced in the

last section: measures like mutual information

or χ
2-tests aim at extracting ”category-specific”

features.

On the other hand, the selected vocabulary

must cover as many documents as possible,

i.e. each document should contain at least

one term from the vocabulary. When reduc-

ing dimensionality through term selection tech-

niques, however, documents must be described

by only very few terms. This poses a serious

problem: if terms are very specific, they are

unlikely to cover a large portion of the docu-

ment collection. Selecting terms with high doc-

ument frequency has been proposed exactly for

this reason: when reducing the size of the vo-

cabulary significantly, the terms that we leave

over must be general enough to cover the ma-

jority of all documents. This is also why weight-

ing terms by TF/IDF is probably a bad idea: it

prefers terms with high IDF, i.e. ones that occur

in very few documents.

To summarize: good features for text cate-

gorization should be category-specific, but gen-

eral within that category or domain.

The use of linguistic – or more precisely, shal-

low syntactic and morphologic – criteria that

we propose is based on the intuition that some

syntactic categories have a larger fraction of

content-bearing elements than others. We es-

pecially focus on nouns and noun compounds

because they tend to be more content-bearing

and less ambiguous than verbs or adjectives.

More specifically, the parts of a compound

noun (especially its head) have a more gen-

eral meaning than the whole compound: "Saft"

(juice) is more general than "Orangensaft" (or-

ange juice). Therefore, compound constituents

that appear frequently in many (different) com-

pounds of a text tend to be good indicators of

the text’s general topic. Moreover, parts ex-

tracted from noun compounds are nearly al-

ways free morphemes or even words, i.e. they

can appear in a text by themselves. They

are thus also informative index terms when in-

spected by humans.

The approach that we will describe subse-

quently does not examine the distribution of

compound parts throughout categories, i.e. it

will not assure that they appear in feature vec-

tors of only one category. Instead, a local fea-

ture selection technique using within-category

frequencies will be used. We will see in the ex-

periments that this is sufficient because com-

pound parts are not only general but also spe-

cific of the topic that the documents cover:

they yield surprisingly good classification re-

sults, especially at very low dimensionalities.

3.2 Feature Selection using compound

constituents

The approach that we propose is based on syn-

tactical as well as morphological knowledge: in

a first step, common nouns are extracted by us-

ing a part-of-speech (POS) tagger and their fre-

quencies are calculated. Thereafter, all these

nouns are passed to a tool designed to split

compounds into their constituents (see section

4). Whenever this tool produces two or more

parts, i.e. whenever we find a true compound,

a count for each of these parts is incremented

by the frequency of the compound that contains

it.

When regarding compound constituents and

their counts as feature vectors, we can reduce

dimensionality as follows: The whole set of

positive training instances for each category is

treated as one large document and compound

parts are extracted from this text as indicated

above. Then, we can select the X most frequent

compound parts from each category as an in-

dexing vocabulary. The feature vector for a sin-
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gle text is computed by generating the list of

all compound parts contained in both the com-

pounds of this text and in the indexing vocabu-

lary.

Splitting compounds is obviously restricted

to languages which use one-word compound-

ing, such as German, Dutch, Japanese, Korean

and all Nordic languages. However, the same

idea can in principle be applied to English as

well: again using a part-of-speech (POS) tag-

ger, it is possible to extract noun phrases that

match POS patterns like N N (two successive

nouns, e.g. "information retrieval") from texts.

These often correspond to compounds in one-

word compounding languages and their con-

stituents can be treated in the same way as sug-

gested for compound parts above.

4 Compound splitting

For setting up a compound splitting component,

it is clearly desirable to use a machine learning

approach: We would like to train a classifier us-

ing a set of training examples. In application,

this classifier uses regularities acquired in the

training phase to split compounds that have not

been necessarily contained in the training set.

Generally, there are two ways to design a

generic compound splitter: one is based on

training on all possible breakpoints and us-

ing letter n-grams to both sides as features,

e.g. used by (Yoon, 2000). Another way is to

memorize possible prefixes and suffixes of com-

pounds and match them during classification, a

methodology conducted by e.g. (Sjöbergh and

Kann, 2004). While n-gram splitters are ca-

pable of reaching comparatively high accuracy

scores with small training sets, affix splitters

need more training data but handle exceptions

more naturally.

Here, we present an affix compound split-

ter that uses Compact Patricia Tries (CPT) as a

data structure, which can be extended to func-

tion as a classifier on affixes of words.

4.1 Classification with Compact Patricia

Tries

A trie is a tree data structure for storing strings,

in which there is one node for every com-

mon prefix. The number of possible children

is limited by the number of characters in the

strings. Patricia tries (first mentioned in (Mor-

rison, 1968)) reduce the number of nodes by

merging all nodes having only one child with

their parent’s node. When using the structure

for a string-based classification task, redundant

subtrees and strings in leaves longer than 1 can

be pruned, resulting in a structure called Com-

pact Patricia Trie (CPT).

For classification, the sum of the weights for

all classes in a subtree is stored with the string

in the respective node. For example, in the

CPT depicted in figure 1c), the prefix ”Ma” has

the class ”m” associated with it three times,

whereas the class ”f” was seen only once with

this prefix. Confidence of a node for a class C

can be calculated by dividing the weight of C by

the sum of the weights of all classes. Figure 1

shows an example, for thorough discussion on

CPTs see e.g. (Knuth, 1999).

The CPT data structure possesses some very

useful properties:

• the upper bound for retrieving a class for

a word is limited by the length of the word

and independent of the number of words

stored in the CPT. When using hashes for

subtree selection and considering limits on

word lengths, search time is O(1).

• the number of classes for the classification

task is not limited.

• when there is only one class per word,

CPTs reproduce the training set: when

classifying the previously inserted words,

no errors are made.

• words that were not inserted in the CPT

nevertheless receive a morphologically mo-

tivated guess by assigning the default class

of the last matched node (partial match)

CPTs as classifiers can be put somewhat in

between rule-based and memory-based learn-

ers. For unknown words, the class is assigned

by choosing the class with the highest confi-

dence in the node returned by a search. Nev-

ertheless, CPTs memorize exceptional cases in

the training set and therefore provide an error

case library within the data structure.

4.2 Compound splitting with CPTs

Germanic compound nouns can consist of an ar-

bitrary number of nouns or other word classes.

A segmentation algorithm must proceed recur-

sively, splitting the noun into parts that are split

again until no more splitting can be performed.

Segmentation can be done from the front and
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Figure 1: From Trie (a) to Patricia Trie (b,c) to CPT (d) for the classification of first name genders.

m denotes male, f denotes female. Note that ’Maria’ can be both.

from the end of the word. According to this,

two CPTs are trained: One that memorizes at

which position – counting from the beginning

of the word – a split should be performed, and

another one memorizing the break points in

counting characters from the end of the word.

The training set not only consists of known

compound nouns, but also of all sub-compound

nouns. Table 1 illustrates the training ex-

amples for both CPTs as obtained from the

compound Dampf//schiff//fahrt(s)//gesellschaft

(German lit: steam//ship//trip//society). The

numbers indicate the position of the break

points, the optional string part is used to de-

note possible interfixes (linking elements) that

are inserted for phonological reasons, e.g. the

(s) in table 1.

Now we have two classifiers predicting seg-

mentation points on the basis of words. These

classifiers either utter a proposal or respond

”undecided” when confidence for the deepest

retrieved node is too low. During segmentation,

the following heuristics were applied:

• Case 1 : both CPTs agree on a segmenta-

tion point - segment at this point

• Case 2 : one of the CPTs is undecided - seg-

ment on the other’s proposed point

• Case 3 : the CPTs disagree: believe the CPT

that reports the highest confidence

• Case 4 : both CPTs are undecided or

predict segmentation points out of word

bounds: do not segment.

Evaluating the compound splitter using the

Korean Compound noun training set of (Yun

et al., 1997) with 10-fold cross-validation, we

achieved an F-value of 96.32% on unseen ex-

amples and 99.95% on examples contained in

the training set. The reasons for not perfectly

reproducing the training set lies in the inca-

pability of the approach to handle ambiguous

splits (e.g. Swedish bil+drulle (bad driver) vs.

bild+rulle (film roll)). These cases, however, do

not play a major role in terms of frequency and

can be handled by an exception list.
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word rule in prefix CPT rule in suffix CPT

dampfschifffahrtsgesellschaft 5 12

schifffahrtsgesellschaft 6 12

fahrtsgesellschaft 5s 12

dampfschifffahrt 5 5

dampfschiff 5 6

schifffahrt 6 5

dampf 5 5

schiff 6 6

fahrt 5 5

gesellschaft 12 12

Table 1: Compound constituents of Dampfschifffahrtsgesellschaft

For our experiments described in the next

section, we used a German training set that was

automatically constructed using a large corpus.

Manual evaluation showed that more than 90%

of segmentations are correct for compounds

with at most 4 constituents.

5 Experimental setup

We conducted some experiments with a Ger-

man newspaper corpus consisting of 3540 texts

from 12 different subject areas using an imple-

mentation of Multinomial Naive Bayes from the

Weka package1 with 10-fold cross-validation.

Experiments with other classifiers showed the

same effects and are therefore omitted. We

built three sorts of indexing vocabularies:

• Compound parts: For each category, the

set of positive training instances was con-

catenated to form one single text and

the parts occurring in many compounds

throughout this text were extracted to-

gether with their frequencies.

• Common nouns: From the preliminary

phase of our shallow linguistic analysis,

we retained the set of common nouns, to-

gether with their frequencies. We used the

same form of building the final feature set

on these candidates, namely selecting the

highest ranked nouns from each category.

• DF: A bag of words model without any

linguistic knowledge, using document fre-

quency (DF) for feature selection (which

(Yang and Pedersen, 1997) have shown to

1http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/%7Eml/weka/

behave well when compared to more so-

phisticated statistical measures, see sec-

tion 2). Terms with medium to high DF

were chosen in this method: the ones with

very high DF (stop words) were first re-

moved. Thereafter, terms with low DF

were pruned in order to arrive at the dif-

ferent vocabulary sizes.

Finally, we implemented a hybrid strategy,

combining nouns and compound parts, again

selecting the most frequent items (nouns or

compound parts) from each category.

6 Results

By varying thresholds, we produced results for

different numbers of features. Figure 2 shows

the classification accuracy for our three differ-

ent feature selection techniques as a function

of the indexing vocabulary size.

These results show that all algorithms per-

form similarly when using 1000 or more fea-

tures (somewhat over 80% precision). When re-

ducing the number of features drastically, how-

ever, the performance of the DF-based algo-

rithm and the one with common nouns drops

much faster than that of our compound part ex-

traction.

When using as little as 24 features (i.e. only

two from each category), DF term selection

and common nouns both produce an accuracy

of just around 35%, whereas when using com-

pound parts, we obtain a precision of nearly

60%. This difference of performance can be un-

derstood when looking at the selected features:

Table 2 shows the indexing vocabularies of size

24 for nouns and compound parts, detailing the
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Figure 2: Classification results as a function of vocabulary size

features contributed by each of six (from 12)

categories. Translations are – if necessary –

given in brackets.

Category Comp. parts Nouns

Auto auto (car) Auto (car)

(cars) motor Jahr (year)

Erde tier (animal ) Jahr (year)

(earth ) meer (sea) Tier (animal )

Geld gebühr (fee) Student

(money) studie (study) Euro

Mensch zelle (cell ) Jahr (year)

(man) stoff (sub-

stance)

Mensch (man)

Reise stadt (city) Jahr (year)

(travel ) berg (mountain) In (in)

Studium schul (school ) Student

(studies) uni (university) Jahr (year)

Table 2: Top 2 features selected for six of

the twelve categories by the Nouns and Comp.

parts strategies

As we can see, the two most frequent nouns

from the category "Job und Beruf" (job and

profession) were "Jahr" (year) and "SPIEGEL"

(the name of the magazine we built the corpus

from). These occurred in many other categories

as well. The two most prominent compound

parts for the same category were "arbeit" (job)

and "beruf" (profession) which is very specific

to that domain (but, of course, also very general

within that domain). This shows that compound

parts are not only general but also domain-

specific.

When using many features, however, the

algorithm that uses common nouns performs

slightly better than the one using compound

parts. This suggests that the high generality of

compound parts is at some point outperformed

by the higher specificity of nouns. The hybrid

strategy, combining compound parts and com-

mon nouns yielded good results but was still

slightly inferior to using only nouns in the high

dimensionality regions.

It would be interesting for future work to in-

vestigate if the statistical approaches like χ
2-

tests or information gain could further improve

the results of the Compound parts strategy, e.g.

in the higher (i.e. medium) dimension regions.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, some shallow linguistic tech-

niques for feature selection were proposed and

applied to text categorization. One of these
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– namely the use of frequent compound con-

stituents extracted from compound nouns – pro-

duces features of high ”within-category” gener-

ality and acceptable domain-specificity.

All in all, we have been able to show two

things: first, when reducing dimensionality

substantially, there are notable differences be-

tween different feature selection algorithms.

Second, we have built a selection algorithm

that beats other approaches substantially when

using a very low number of features.

This shows that although linguistic methods

for feature selection have not been widely used

in the past, it might be a good idea to so in

the future, especially when dimensionality has

to be reduced significantly.
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